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Abstract: This paper addresses the semantic analysis problem in a spoken dialog system 
developed for the domain of weather forecasts. The main goal of semantic analysis is to 

extract the meaning from the spoken utterances and to transform it into a domain database 

format. In this work a semantic database for the domain of weather forecasts is represented 

using the F-logic formalism. Semantic knowledge is captured through semantic categories 

in a semantic dictionary using phrases and output templates. Procedures for semantic 
analysis of Croatian weather data combine parsing techniques for Croatian language and 

a slot filling approach. Semantic analysis is conducted in three phases. In the first phase 

the main semantic category for the input utterance is determined. The lattices are used for 

hierarchical semantic relation representation and main category derivation. In the second 

phase semantic units are analyzed and knowledge slots in the database are filled. Since 

some slot values of input data are missing in the third phase, incomplete data is updated 
with missing values. All rules for semantic analysis are defined in the F-logic and 

implemented using the FLORA-2 system. The results of semantic analysis evaluation in 

terms of frame and slot error rates are presented. 

 

Keywords: Semantic Analysis, F-logic, Lattice, Knowledge Representation, Dialog 

Management System, Spoken Dialog System. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This paper presents the semantic analysis of weather forecast data. Semantic analysis is 

a process whereby meaning representations are composed and assigned to linguistic inputs 

[6]. Presented semantic analysis is a part of the spoken dialog system for weather 

information in Croatia. In such a system a user can ask questions about weather forecasts 

and weather conditions in different regions of Croatia and for different time periods. The 

dialog system would provide relevant answers using weather knowledge collected from the 

available Web sites over the Internet and stored into the database. The dialog system has to 

Semantic data analysis is the first step in the dialog management module of the dialog 

system. The input to the semantic analysis is the text recognized by the speech recognition 

system or text collected from Web pages. Spoken dialog systems for weather forecast 
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information retrieval have been developed for English [3, 21] and Slovenian language [4] 

and for same other languages as well.  

There are three main approaches for semantic analysis [6]: sintax-driven semantic 

analysis, semantic analysis using formal grammars and information extraction. Croatian 

language is highly flective and free word order language (like German [4] or Slovenian 

[4]). This is the main reason why grammars are not easy to implement. Grammars can be 

useful in combination with some other techniques. In this paper the strategy of semantic 

parsing technique for Croatian language is combined with slot filling approach. The slot 
filling approach for semantic analysis has been used in [1, 18]. Additionally we use 

lattices for representation of hierarchical semantic relations [2] and simple grammars for 

incomplete data manipulation. Proposed semantic analysis for Croatian data is conducted 

through three main phases. In the first phase a semantic category for the input is 

determined. In the second phase semantic units are analyzed and slots of knowledge 

database are filled. Since some slots of input data are missing in the third phase incomplete 

data is updated with missing values. Semantic data analysis is based on a previously 

defined dictionary, semantic categories, phrases and output templates.  

In this work we use a deductive object-oriented logic programming language, F-Logic for 

semantic analysis and for semantic representation of weather forecast data. F-logic provides 

a very natural way of defining a conceptual model of data semantics and for Web data 

manipulation [15]. All rules for semantic analysis are defined in F-logic and implemented 

in FLORA-2 system. 

The second section of this paper describes the spoken dialog system. Since domain 

knowledge and semantic analysis are in F-logic language, there is a short introduction into 

F-logic given in the third section. The fourth section shortly presents the weather data 

domain. In section five different approaches for semantic analysis are explained. In section 

six knowledge representation concepts in F-logic are described: semantic categories 

organized into an object oriented data schema, semantic word dictionary, word phrases and 

output templates. Section seven presents our three phase approach to semantic analysis in 

F-logic: determination of the semantic category of the input text, analysis of semantic units 

and updating of incomplete data. In the eighth section the evaluation procedure is described 

and experimental results are presented. Finally some possible improvements are discussed 

and some future work plans are presented. 
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Figure 1. Semantic analysis as a part of a spoken dialog system 
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2. SPOKEN DIALOG SYSTEM 
 

The development of a spoken dialog system concerns solutions to speech recognition 

problems, as well as, to speech understanding and human machine interaction problems 

[16]. The major problems in the development of a continuous speech understanding system 

arise due to the nature of the spoken language: there are no clear boundaries between words 

since the phonetic beginning and ending of words are influenced by neighboring words; 

additionally, variability in speech between different speakers can be noticed, and the speech 

signal may be affected by noise. To avoid these difficulties, spoken dialog systems are 

usually limited by different constraints: the vocabulary size is about few thousand words, 

the communication domain is task oriented, and the sentence structure is usually limited by 

a simple grammar. The major spoken dialog modules perform word recognition, linguistic 

analysis, dialog management and speech synthesis. User utterances are first digitalized and 

transformed into a sequence of speech signal feature vectors. The sequence is passed to the 

word recognition module, which generates hypotheses of spoken word chains. The 

recognized words are handed to the linguistic module, which extracts a semantic meaning 

from the recognized words. The semantic units are passed to the dialog manager. The 

dialog manager performs a database query if enough parameters are available. According to 

the dialog history and dialog strategy the user is asked to confirm the parameters or 

additional parameters are requested. The result of knowledge database query is transformed 

into sentences. The generated sentences are forwarded to the speech synthesis subsystem 

and synthesized to the user.  

The dialog domain knowledge is captured in the semantic database. In this work the 

weather information is collected on daily basis from heterogeneous Internet sites and 

semantically decomposed into slots of the semantic database. The semantic analysis module 

has to determine the meaning of the words. The semantic analysis module usually consists 

of a parser and a domain-dependent linguistic knowledge base. In this work semantic data 

analysis is based on previously defined dictionary, semantic categories, phrases and output 

templates.  

Figure 1 presents the semantic analysis as part of a spoken dialog system. The goal of 

semantic analysis is two folds. First it has to decompose web weather data into a semantic 

database and second it has to analyze the text recognized by the speech recognition 

subsystem. The semantically decomposed recognized text is further processed by the dialog 

management subsystem. The dialog manager takes the semantic representation of the user 

utterance and performs the interpretation within the current dialog context and generates 

system answers. According to the application domain the dialog manager has to answer 

user inquires or request additional information needed for a successful database query. The 

dialog manager has to be able to clarify ambiguous dialog situations and generate answers 

and additional questions to the user in order to keep track of the needed conversational 

discourse. The dialog manager is in charge of recovering from erroneous situations. The 

relevant information found by the dialog manager is transformed into the form (sentence, 

question) that can be physically presented to do user. So the generated response is 

transferred to the speech synthesis subsystem. Speech synthesis subsystem converts the text 

of generated answer into a normalized linguistic representation that includes phonetic and 

prosodic information. The speech processing part of the speech synthesis subsystem is 

responsible for speech signal generation. And finally the appropriate answer is spoken to 

the user.  
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3. F-LOGIC 
 

The frame logic (abbr., F-logic) is a formalism connecting object-oriented approach, 

frame languages and logical reasoning. The theoretical concept on which the F-logic is 

based was first presented in 1995. The F-logic syntax and semantics as well as entire 

theoretical base of F-logic are defined in [8]. Shortcomings in previous attempts of 

connecting logic programming and object-oriented approach inspired the introduction of F-

logic in logic programming. The authors of F-logic extended the classical predicate calculus 

aiming to define logic that would enable inferring in object-oriented databases. At syntax 

level, F-logic language is extended with a set of additional symbols, while at semantics 

level formulas of F-logic assume meaning where it is possible to implement the basic 

concepts of object-oriented approach. The F-logic retained some quality properties of the 

classical predicate logic in terms of defining a derivation rule that is analogous to the 

resolution with a unification procedure used in classical logic.  

One of the F-logic language implementations was achieved in the system FLORA-2 

[20]. The FLORA-2 system joins three logical formalisms: F-logic, HiLog and transaction 

logic. FLORA-2 is a flexible system that combines a system of rules, an object-oriented 

paradigm and is based on higher order logic formalisms. This enables data modelling and 

representation of knowledge in general [9, 10, 15]. FLORA-2 system is an adequate system 

for the representation of data semantic components [7, 19].   

Basic formulas of the F-logic language show objects and their respective attributes or 

methods ) and appurtenance of an object to a class  as well as 

appurtenance of a subclass to a superclass . In our approach, F-logic 

language is used for semantic dictionary construction, semantic categories and output 

templates definition. The rules for semantic analysis are also expressed in F-logic. 

In this work F-logic language is used for domain knowledge representation through: 

semantic dictionary, semantic categories and output frames definition. The rules for 

semantic analysis are expressed in F-logic as well. A simple example of frame instance 

wind with slots: wind_name, wind_intensity, place and time is represented as a F-logic 

formula in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The wind frame in F-logic 

OID:wind. 

OID[wind_name-  

OID[wind_intensity-  

OID[place-  

OID[time-  

 

 

4. TASK DOMAIN DESCRIPTION 
 

The speech corpus is essential part of all spoken technologies systems. The quality and 

volume of speech data in a corpus directly influences the performance of the system. So 

recording and transcribing the weather domain related speech data was conducted firstly 

during the spoken dialog system development. The weather information domain was 

chosen due to the availability of the speech and text data.  

The Croatian weather information speech corpus VEPRAD includes weather forecasts 

and reports spoken within broadcast news of national radio and TV programs [13]. The 

collected speech material is divided in several groups: weather forecasts read by 

professional speakers within national radio news, weather reports spontaneously spoken by 
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professional meteorologists, other meteorological information spoken by different reporters 

and weather forecasts given by meteorologists within the TV news as well as TV and radio 

news. Collected speech in the corpora is about weather forecasts, meteorological situation, 

weather conditions in Croatia, Croatian river water level, sea temperature, snow reports, 

weather forecasts for sailors at sea, bio-meteorological conditions etc.  

This heterogeneous weather data is systematically collected from different Internet 

sources and semantically analyzed few times a day in order to provide accurate and relevant 

weather information for the dialog system. Semantically decomposed weather information 

is stored in the semantic database of the dialog management system. In the spoken dialog 

system development presented Croatian speech corpus was used for the training of the 

Croatian speech recognition system [11], for the training of the Croatian speech synthesis 

system [12] and for the semantic data analysis.  

 

5. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS  
 

Semantic analysis as a part of a spoken dialog system is a process of extracting the 

meaning of the input written text and transforming into a previously defined knowledge 

database. There are different approaches defined for semantic analysis [6]. The first 

approach is syntax-driven semantic analysis. The main idea of syntax-driven semantic 

analysis is: the meaning of a sentence can be composed from the meaning of its parts. The 

meaning of a sentence is based on ordering, grouping and relations among the words in the 

sentence. It is partially based on its syntactic structure. Text as input is first passed through 

the parser to derive its syntax. The output of the syntactic analysis is passed to semantic 

analysis. But, syntax-driven semantic analysis has limited scope because semantic 

representations are assigned exclusively from static knowledge captured in the lexicon and 

grammar. Two other approaches are more appropriate for practical applications. The first 

approach with semantic grammars is based on formal grammars that correspond directly to 

entities and relations from the domain of interest [3]. The second approach is information 

extraction. Information extraction is used with limited domain and when no detailed 

understanding of meaning is needed. By information extraction knowledge can be 

described with simple templates. Templates consist of frames with slots that need to be 

filled with data from the text. In those situations only relevant information from the input 

text is used for filling the slots and the rest of the text is ignored. Information extraction 

with slot filling technique is used in many semantic parsers of spoken dialog systems [5, 

18].  

The Croatian weather data semantic analysis combines information extraction slot 

filling technique with grammars. This combined approach is chosen mainly because of the 

limited weather domain and highly flective nature of the Croatian language. The weather 

forecasts data can by easily captured in fixed frames with slots. Since Croatian language 

enables a free word order semantic analysis using grammars is a difficult task. 

 

6. DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION IN F-LOGIC 
 

In order to recognize the meaning of the sentence, words from the sentence have to be 

associated with some kind of semantic representation. Therefore it is necessary to define a 

semantic background for a chosen domain. Semantic background is the domain knowledge 

and for the weather forecast domain is captured in: the semantic dictionary, categories, 

phrases and output templates. 
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6.1. SEMANTIC CATEGORIES  
 

Each word from the weather domain is associated with an appropriate semantic 

category. Semantic categories can be naturally represented in F-logic language as classes 

and subclasses. There are eleven main semantic categories (semantic categories of the first 

level) defined in the domain of weather forecast: the weather forecast, the sea weather 
forecast, the bio weather forecast, the meteorology, the state of the river, the wind, the 

temperature, the place, the time, the description and irrelevant category. Each of these 

categories consists of semantic subcategories. Overall there are 36 semantic subcategories 

at the second level. The hierarchy of semantic categories and subcategories is graphically 

represented in Figure 2. The hierarchical structure of semantic categories and subcategories 

is captured in a semantic lattice. The hierarchical model of semantic categories is 

implemented in FLORA-2 system. An extract of semantic model is given in the Table 2. 

For example sea weather forecast category consists of subcategories: state, warning, 

visibility, sea condition. 

 

Table 2. Semantic categories example 

 

In the approach described in this paper, semantic categories are at the same time used 

as output templates. That means that categories and their subcategories are forming the 

database schema of the knowledge base for the weather forecast dialog system. The 

knowledge database is organized in slots of information of the output template.  

There are some semantic categories that refer to relative terms (relative time, relative 

place, relative forecast). The relative terms are related to the other parts of the sentence. 

The other part of the sentence carries the information necessary to capture the meaning of 

the relative term. In order to understand relative term the related parts of the sentence have 

to be analyzed. The relative terms are resolved in the last phase of semantic analysis by 

special rules that can handle missing data values.  

6.2. SEMANTIC DICTIONARY AND PHRASES 

 

Analysis of the domain vocabulary, the usage of specific phrases and analysis of a 

common sentence structure was performed in order to determine the semantic structure of 

data and semantic categories. According to semantic categories of the words in a sentence 

or from a part of the sentence that is called sentence unit, it is possible to define the 

dominant semantic category of a whole sentence and to extract the general meaning from 

the sentence. 
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Figure 2. The hierarchy of semantic categories 

 

The word dictionary was prepared from collected texts and contains almost 2300 

different words. Each word from the dictionary is assigned to the appropriate semantic 

category. The number of words in each category is presented in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Number of words in main categories  

 

The semantic dictionary with all words and their semantic categories is also given in F-

logic language. In F-logic each word from the dictionary is represented as an object of an 

adequate class. In Table 4 the words with their semantic categories as part of the semantic 

dictionary are presented. In the presented example morning and night are in part-of-the-day 

category. Frequently and week are in the relative time category.  

 

Table 4. The segment of the word dictionary 

 

Croatian language is highly flective and words have different forms, cases and genders. 

The dictionary comprises all word formats that occur in data. For each word an adequate 
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basic word form (lemma) is chosen. By example a noun in genitive is transformed into 

basic word form as a nominative noun. Rules for generating the basic word form are 

represented in F-logic as well.  

The weather domain model introduces a set of phrases used in weather forecast reports. 

That set of phrases includes all phrases that usually appear in spoken or written weather 

forecasts. A subset of weather forecast phrases can be defined by using simple grammars. 

Those phrases mainly consist of two words. The first word denotes an attribute/quantity and 

). It is not 

necessary to find all possible phrases, but only the phrases related to the kind of weather. 

Set of phrases is represented by grammars in F-logic language in a way such that each 

phrase is treated as an object that belongs to an adequate semantic category implemented as 

a class in F-logic. The phrases with relative terms, like relative time and relative place are 

initially noted as relative terms. The relative terms are analyzed in the last phase of 

semantic analysis when updating incomplete data with missing values.  

 
6.3. OUTPUT TEMPLATES 

 

Semantic categories that are relevant for generating answer from knowledge base are 

called output templates. Output template is in F-logic formed as an object belonging to a 

class with attributes. It represents a frame with slots and adequate values. A slot is 

represented as an information item for which a value is required [18]. Classes in F-logic are 

represented as frames. This is the reason why concepts of frames, slots and values are 

naturally captured in F-logic formalism. Adequate information is extracted from written 

input and transformed into slot values of the output templates. The task of semantic analysis 

is to fill all possible slots with input data values. Slot values are used to generate answers in 

the dialog system. Example 1 presents the weather forecast output template (time, place, 

weather forecast, temperature and wind) in F-logic: 

 

Example 1. Weather forecast output template 

Slot values time and place are common attributes for every output template. Other slot 

values like temperature and wind are depending on the type of output template. Some main 

semantic categories are at the same time output templates as well. Output templates which 

overlap with semantic categories are: the weather forecast, the sea weather forecast, the bio 

weather forecast, the meteorology and the river state. 

 

7. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS IN F-LOGIC 
 

This section describes three phases of the semantic analysis procedure. First the 

semantic category of the input text is determined and input text is decomposed into 

semantic units. Each unit is analyzed and slots of the output template are filled. Finally 

incomplete data is updated with missing values and remained empty slots are filled. Figure 

In the morning there will 

be very sunny in the continent and rain in the other parts of the country
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three phases: the semantic category of the sentence is determined, semantic units of the 

sentence are analyzed and incomplete data is updated with missing values.  

The input to the semantic analysis is Croatian weather forecast text. In the first phase 

one dominant category of the input text is determined. Sentences of the input text are 

divided into sentence semantic units. Data from semantic units are extracted in order to fill 

the slot values of output templates. Each object is generated from one semantic unit. When 

a semantic unit contains a relative term it can not be directly transformed into slot values. In 

this case parts of the unit are marked as relative. The problem of relative terms is resolved 

in the last phase of semantic analysis. The missing slots values are updated with the data 

value from the preceding or succeeding semantic unit.  

 

 

 Figure 3. An example of semantic analysis  

 

7.1. SEMANTIC CATEGORY DETERMINATION 
 

Semantic analysis starts with determining a semantic category of written text. Each 

paragraph can be associated with one semantic category of weather forecast domain. 

General semantic categories are: weather forecast, sea weather forecast, meteorology, bio 

weather forecast, and river forecast. These general categories are overlapped with output 

templates. The first phase of semantic analysis process is to determine a main topic of the 

paragraph. The main topic is also called dominant semantic category. The dominant 

category of a text represents the general meaning of sentence.  

Some approaches in determining the dominant category are conducted statistically [5]. 

This work uses lattices as a mathematical formalism for finding the dominant category of 

input sentence [1]. In lattice theory set L is a set of all classes given by semantic categories. 

And A is a subset of L. Since classes are organized to form a lattice it is always possible to 

find an element (class) that is a superclass of all elements in a given subset A. The idea of 

our approach is to determine the dominant category by generating the set of all categories in 

text paragraph and to define a superclass of that set as a dominant category. The result of 

that first phase of semantic analysis is exactly one dominant category. All objects generated 

from the written text will belong to this dominant category.  
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All semantic categories are hierarchically organized and represented as classes in F-

logic language. We form a lattice structure in a way such that there is exactly one class that 

is a subclass of all classes and there is exactly one class that is a superclass of all classes 

given by semantic categories. These two classes represent the minimal and the maximal 

category. With class inclusion as a partial order relation, this set of classes forms a lattice. 

Figure 4 shows the graphical representation of semantic categories lattice. The maximal 

element is a class that represents a dominant weather category. At Figure 4 the dominant 

category is general_forecast. General_forecast category is the most general class and every 

other class is a subclass of general_forecast. The minimal element is a class irrelevant, and 

in further semantic analysis process ignored. The irrelevant category contains all words that 

are not important for analyzing the text. 

In F-logic language it is possible to define rules for lattice manipulation. We 

implement that rules in FLORA-2 system in a module called  with predicate 

 defined as: 

where Max_class is a class that is a minimal superclass of all classes given in a list L. For 

finding a dominant class we use aggregates  and  defined in FLORA-2. The process 

of finding dominant semantic category uses predicates from module . We 

apply predicate  on a set of classes assigned to a set of words from text paragraph. 

The result is dominant semantic category which is passed to the next phase of analysis. 
 

visibilitytemperature

irrelevant

seawind

weather forecast
maritime weather

forecast
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forecast

weathermeteorology

sea conditioncondition

warning

 

Figure 4. Semantic categories lattice 
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7.2. ANALYSIS OF SEMANTIC UNITS  
 

Semantic unit is a part of sentence that contains necessary information to fill attribute 

values of output template slots. Text paragraph is divided into sentences and further, 

sentences are divided into semantic units. Sentence and semantic units are input data 

represented in FLORA-2 using two predicates:  and . Predicate 

contains sentence and sentence ID. Predicate  defines sentence unit 

together with sentence ID and unit ID. Sentence ID is generated from date and time of the 

captured data origin. Sentence unit ID is copied from sentence ID and concatenated with the 

unit number within the sentence. Decomposition of one analyzed sentence 3 into semantic 

units is presented in Example 2. 

Example 2. Decomposition of sentence into semantic units 

 

Sentence semantic units are detected by using appropriate delimiters. Delimiters that 

may be used are commas and conjunctions. The speech recognition subsystem output is text 

with natural pauses noted in angle brackets (for example <breath>, <sil>) instead of 

punctuation marks. All events in angle brackets are used as delimiters as well. Physical 

semantic units are extracted from a sentence on the places of delimiters and special events. 

If semantic unit carries new information about time or about place, new object in F-logic is 

generated. If semantic unit contains no new information, then it should be joined to the 

previous or the next semantic unit. Semantic units that contain new information are referred 

to as logical semantic units. To generate logical semantic units it is necessary to verify if 

semantic unit contains new information or is a part of an existing one. The verification on 

whether a semantic unit contains new information for weather forecast category is 

implemented in F-logic by a rule:  

 

 

If there is new information about time or about place a new object is introduced. If 

a previously defined object.  

At the end each logical semantic unit is mapped into exactly one object with unique ID. 

Output template slots are filled with appropriate word from semantic unit. Some units can 

be directly mapped since all needed data slots are extracted from the semantic unit. In many 

situations it is impossible to define all data slots. In this case the incomplete data is updated 

in the last phase of the process. 
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7.3. UPDATING INCOMPLETE DATA   
 

Some output template slots can have missing data because they carry relative terms. In 

the third phase of semantic analysis the incomplete data of relative terms are updated with 

missing values. Figure 3 shows an example where place and time attributes for the weather 

forecast semantic category are missing. Missing categories are updated with the 

information gathered from the preceding and succeeding semantic units. There are two 

possible situations: missing data can be derived from relative terms and missing data is 

really missing, and therefore can not be derived.   

The first situation when missing data can be updated is presented in the line 

 of example from Figure 3. The phrase 

in a text indicates that a rule to resolve  

used. This rule determines which places are parts of Croatia that are different from inland. 

The rule derives results Adriatic, Istria and Dalmatia to update the missing data. This rule 

is given in F-logic for solving relative place terms with key phrase 

) is: 

 

The second case, when missing data can not be found is written at line 

 of example from Figure 3. Information about the time should be derived from 

the first part of the sentence by the F-logic rule: 

 

Other relative terms and phrases that are resolved by similar F-logic rules are: midday, 

the second part of the day, toward the end of the day, western regions, northern parts, 
along the coast, in the mountains etc.  

 

8. EVALUATION AND RESULTS 
 

The semantic analysis process described in previous section was evaluated with Web 

weather data collected in a three month period. The texts for evaluation consist of one 

general weather forecast for Croatia and three maritime weather forecasts per day. For the 

test text we manually prepared a reference semantic database that includes all correctly 

determined slots and slots values [14]. A test semantic database was generated by the F-

logic system from the same evaluation texts. The evaluation is performed on the frames and 

slot value level.  

From the test text 2696 slot values of 398 frame instances were generated. First the 

number of correctly determined frames corresponding to semantic units is evaluated. The 

semantic unit evaluation results in terms of number of correct frames and error rates are 

shown in table 5. 
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Table 5. The frame evaluation results 

 

The slot values are evaluated by slot error rate [14]. The slot error rate is analogous to 

the word error rate in speech recognition performance. Slot error rate combines the deleted, 

inserted and substituted types of error. An algorithm implemented in Flora-2 system is used 

to align generated against reference slot values. The corresponding slots are then matched 

and scored as either correct or not. If not correct, the error is marked as a substitution 

(incorrect slot), deletion (missing slot), or insertion (spurious slot). According to a number 

of errors measure of performance can be computed using the formula: 

DSC

DIS

NNN

NNN
SER                   (1) 

where NS is a number of substituted slots, NI is a number of inserted slots, ND is a number 

of deleted slots and finally NC is number of correct slots. The slot error rate (SER) results 

are shown in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. The slot value evaluation results 

 

The 20% range of slot error rate was expected due to the flective nature of Croatian 

and due to existence of referenced terms in the input texts. It is reasonable to assume that 

additional improvement can be achieved in modification of relative terms manipulation.   

 

9. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper presents semantic analysis of Croatian weather data in object-oriented logic 

programming language F-logic. Domain knowledge representation and semantic analysis is 

implemented in F-logic using FLORA-2 system. The domain data semantics is captured in 

a semantic dictionary, semantic categories, phrases and output templates. The proposed 

stepwise semantic analysis approach combines parsing of Croatian language with slot 

filling technique. The semantic analysis is conducted in three phases. Initially the dominant 

semantic category of the input text is determined by using lattices for representation of 

hierarchical semantic categories relations. Further the input text is divided into semantic 

units. Sentence semantic units are detected on the places of punctuation marks and special 

events recognized in the speech. Then the slots of output templates are filled with values. 

Finally, since some missing data value can occur in slot filling phase, the incomplete data is 

updated.  
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Proposed approach for semantic analysis is used in the spoken dialog system for 

Croatian weather forecast. The aim of semantic analysis in a spoken dialog system is two 

folded. First it has to decompose web weather data into the semantic database and second it 

has to analyze the text recognized by the speech recognition subsystem. Since the semantic 

analysis is the first step in the spoken dialog management subsystem activities towards 

speech understanding and answer generating should be considered. Presented semantic 

analysis process was preliminary evaluated using test data from collected Web pages. 

Preliminary evaluation results are quite promising so an adequate evaluation method should 

be used for complete semantic analysis evaluation. Final evaluation of Croatian weather 

data semantic analysis will be the overall evaluation of the weather spoken dialog system.  

Presented semantic analysis was evaluated using test texts collected from Web pages. 

The achieved results of 20 % slot error rate are quite promising for further development of 

Croatian semantic analysis for spoken dialog systems. In the future we will consider using 

formal grammars in F-logic in order to improve updating of the incomplete data with 

missing values. Further we will expand the domain of interest with some specific kind of 

forecasts, such as forecasts for agriculture. That means that we will need to add some new 

data sources and consider heterogeneous data integration. 
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